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FEEDBACK SYSTEM FOR

INTEGRATING INTERVENTIONAL PLANNING AND NAVIGATION

[0001 j The United States Government may have certain rights in this invention pursuant to

Cooperative Research and Development Agreement No. NCI-NIHCC-01 864 between the United

States Public Health Service and Philips Medical Systems (Cleveland), Inc. and Philips

Electronics North America Corporation.

[0002] The present application relates to the therapeutic arts, in particular to systems and

methods for integrating interventional planning and navigation, particularly for tissue ablation

therapy.

[0003] Interventional procedures such as radiofrequency ablation (RFA) have been performed in

increasing numbers in recent years as an alternative to more invasive surgical procedures. During

RFA, an electrode with an un-insulated tip is inserted into a tumor or lesion to be ablated under

ultrasound, CT or MRI guidance. When the electrode is placed, a radiofrequency current is

applied to the tip which creates tissue heating and cell death when tissue temperatures exceed 60°

Celsius. In order to destroy tumors that are larger than the volume around the needle tip that is

heated and destroyed in a single ablation, the needle tip needs to be repeatedly repositioned to

ablate different parts of the tumor, partly overlapping with one another. This process needs to be

repeated until the entire tumor is "covered" by the plurality of ablations, also referred to as the

"composite ablation."

[0004] There are two main difficulties associated with this process, which explain in part the

relatively poor outcomes for ablations of large (>3cm) tumors:

1. The optimal three-dimensional (3D) positions of all individual ablations are

difficult to plan manually/without computer assistance, where "optimal" refers to the use

of the lowest number of overlapping ablations that fully covers the tumor plus

surrounding safety margin (tumor + margin are also known as the Planned Target



Volume, or PTV), and, for a given number of ablations, the placement of ablations that

destroys the smallest volume of healthy, non-PTV tissue.

2 . Even if the optimal positions of all individual ablations for one treatment (the

Ablation Plan) were known, it is difficult to accurately execute a treatment plan, i.e.

physically position the electrode in the desired locations, with conventional US, CT or

MR guidance alone. Because of the uncertainty about the actual probe position during

one ablation, this can affect the necessary placement of subsequent ablations.

[0005] Additional problems arise because it is difficult to obtain patient-specific information

about expected actual ablation sizes in order to create an optimal patient-specific plan, and so

plans must use estimated ablation sizes which may not be accurate. Further, a slowdown of the

procedure workflow is caused when trying to work with non-integrated planning and navigation

feedback systems.

[0006] RFA planning systems have been developed to address the first problem outlined above,

but the systems are stand-alone and primarily used to visualize the desired set of ablations. Also,

navigation systems have been developed to improve conventional image guidance by, for

example, referencing the electrode position directly to the 3D coordinates of a pre-acquired

medical image (e.g. a CT scan). However, these navigation systems exist independently of

planning systems and are thus not useful in executing the procedure plan.

[0007] Navigation systems have been suggested that assist in guiding an ablation electrode to a

target location inside the human body, but the known systems are not integrated with RFA

planning.

[0008] US Patent Application Publication No. 2007/0230757 to Trachtenberg et al. uses image

processing to identify a target area for treatment of malignant prostate tissue, and to monitor the

energy delivery during treatment. This publication does not deal with solving problems related

to coverage of the tumor, nor in planning for treatment.



[0009] US Patent Application Publication No. 2008/0033417 to Nields et al. relates to a thermal

ablation system in which a controller compares actual temperature changes in the tissue during

thermal ablation to a thermal ablation plan. No indication is given as to how applicator position

is determined, and the thermal changes are not related to position feedback for revising the

ablation plan.

[0010] The Summary is provided to comply with U.S. rule 37 C.F.R. §1.73, requiring a

summary of the invention briefly indicating the nature and substance of the invention. It is

submitted with the understanding that it will not be used to interpret or limit the scope or

meaning of the claims.

[001 1] In accordance with one aspect of the exemplary embodiments, a therapy planning and

image guidance and navigation for an interventional procedure are combined in one system. The

system includes an ablation probe for treating a tissue of interest with at least one of RF ablation,

cryo-ablation, microwave ablation, ultrasound ablation, and other thermal or non-thermal

ablation. A planning component is included for calculating a three-dimensional treatment plan

including a plurality of desired ablation probe placement positions and orientations and a

plurality of estimated ablation volumes to achieve a desired composite ablation volume that will

treat the entire planned target volume (PTV). A navigation component is provided for spatially

tracking the treatment probe and/or imaging device and providing treatment instructions to an

operator based on the three-dimensional treatment plan. An imaging component for obtaining

planning and treatment images of the tissue to be treated is also provided. The system further

includes a feedback component for determining actual probe position and orientation using the

navigation component or imaging component, and for determining actual ablation volume based

on treatment images provided by the imaging component, and feeding the actual probe

position/orientation and actual ablation volume during treatment to the planning component.

The planning component calculates a treatment iteration based on the executed treatment plan,

the actual probe position/orientation and actual ablation volume, the treatment iteration resulting

in at least one of a desired next probe position/orientation and a desired next ablation volume.

The navigation component provides revised treatment instructions to the operator based on the

treatment iteration until treatment is completed according to the desired planned target volume.



[0012] Another aspect of the exemplary embodiments relates to a method of ablation therapy of

tissue. The method includes calculating a three-dimensional treatment plan for a tissue of

interest including a plurality of desired ablation probe placement positions and orientations and a

plurality of estimated ablation volumes to achieve a desired composite ablation volume that will

treat the entire planned target volume (PTV). The method further includes providing treatment

instructions to an operator based on the three-dimensional treatment plan, and treating the tissue

of interest with at least one of RF ablation, cryo-ablation, microwave ablation, ultrasound

ablation, and other thermal or non-thermal ablation. Planning and treatment images of the tissue

to be treated are obtained, and actual probe position/orientation and actual ablation volume based

on the treatment images are determined. A treatment iteration is calculated based on the

treatment plan, the actual probe position/orientation and actual ablation volume, the treatment

iteration resulting in at least one of a desired next probe position and a desired next ablation

volume. The method further includes providing revised treatment instructions to the operator

based on the treatment iteration and continuing iterative treatment until treatment is completed

according to the desired planned target volume.

[0013] In another aspect of the exemplary arrangements of the invention, a control system for

ablation treatment of tissue includes a planning component for calculating a three-dimensional

treatment plan including a plurality of desired ablation probe placement positions and

orientations and a plurality of estimated ablation volumes to achieve a desired planned target

volume that will treat an entire tissue volume of interest. An imaging component for obtaining

treatment images of the tissue to be treated is also included, along with a feedback component

for calculating actual probe position/orientation and actual ablation volume based on treatment

images provided by the imaging component, and feeding the actual probe position/orientation

and actual ablation volume during treatment to the planning component. The planning

component maps the actual probe location and actual ablation volume to the three-dimensional

plan and calculates a treatment iteration based on the treatment plan, the actual probe

position/orientation and actual ablation volume, the treatment iteration resulting in at least one of

a desired next probe position/orientation and a desired next ablation volume.



[0014] Many interventional procedures such as radiofrequency ablation (RFA) are commonly

carried out without dedicated or computer-assisted planning, and with only basic image

guidance. By combining and integrating procedure planning and navigation, and by providing

feedback from the navigation component back to the planning component about actual electrode

position and ablation size/shape, complex procedures can be carried out more accurately,

efficiently, and potentially with better clinical outcomes. Both procedure planning and advanced

image guidance and navigation can improve the accuracy of procedure execution, yielding

several advantages such as improved patient outcomes, reduced use of ionizing radiation, and

reduced cost.

[0015] The above-described and other features and advantages of the present disclosure will be

appreciated and understood by those skilled in the art from the following detailed description,

drawings, and appended claims.

[0016] Figure 1 shows components of the present invention.

[0017] Figure 2 is a flowchart of the ablation planning and navigation system with feedback.

[0018] The exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure are described with respect to

ablative therapy of a human. It should be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art that the

exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure can be applied to other types of ablative

therapy and other portions of the body, whether human or animal. The use of the method and

system of the exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure can be adapted for application to

other types of applicators.

[0019] Referring to Figure 1, a feedback system for integrating interventional planning and

navigation of ablation treatment can include a planning component (1) for planning

radiofrequency ablation (RFA) therapy (or other ablative therapy including, but not limited to,

cryo-ablation, microwave ablation, ultrasound ablation, or other thermal or non-thermal

ablation), and which is capable of creating an initial treatment plan, and adjusting the treatment

plan to take into account data received during a procedure and transferring the treatment plan to a



navigation component. The system includes a navigation system component (2) to guide an

ablation probe (6) to target locations via a graphical user interface (7); and a feedback sub

system (3) for determining actual ablation probe positions/orientations and actual ablation

size/shape via imaging (4) and/or tracking (5) systems, and enabling exchange of information

between the navigation component (2) and the planning component (1). By combining and

integrating procedure planning and navigation, and by providing feedback from the navigation

component (2) back to the planning component (1) about actual ablation probe position and

actual ablation size, complex procedures can be carried out more accurately, efficiently, and

potentially with better clinical outcomes.

[0020] The planning system component (1) can allow computation of a composite ablation

consisting of a plurality of optimal individual ablation positions/orientations based on input of a

desired planned target volume (PTV) to be covered, and estimated or known individual ablation

sizes. The desired composite ablation volume is comprised of a plurality of ablations that

together will treat the entire PTV. The planning system component (1) utilizes image data

acquired from the imaging component (4) of the system. Inputs to the planning component (1)

can include a baseline image of the tissue to be treated from the imaging component (4), PTV

segmentation, desired individual ablation shape and size, and desired skin entry point(s) selected

by the treating physician. The planning system component (1) can calculate an initial plan for

treatment, which is a 3-D mapping of the optimal number of ablations that will cover the PTV.

The planning system component also has the capability to use feedback about the actual ablation

positions or sizes, or actual tumor location relative to the ablation probe, to update or refine the

plan iteratively. A plan includes the optimal number of ablations that will completely treat/ablate

the PTV, the 3D location of each of those individual ablations, and the orientation of each of

those individual ablations. The 3D location of an ablation is referred to as a planned target

location in the navigation component (2). The planning system component (1) can output the

plan information to a graphical user interface (GUI) (7) for use by a physician operator.

[002 1] The navigation system component (2) with monitoring and feedback capability, which

provides visual guidance via a GUI (7) to assist in delivering an ablation probe (6) to any of the

planned target locations can determine the actual ablation probe position (via the imaging



component (4) or tracking sub-system(5)), the actual individual ablation size/shape (via the

imaging component (4) when using e.g. ultrasound elastography), and the actual tumor location

relative to the ablation probe (via imaging). Imaging means (4) may include handheld imaging

devices, static imaging devices, etc. Other factors that may affect the execution of the procedure

such as blood fiow/perfusion near the ablation site, which can serve as a "heat sink" and thereby

reduce the size of or deform the individual ablation shape can also be monitored. The navigation

system component (2) registers the baseline image with the ablation probe and treatment images

using the tracking system (5), and then provides guidance to the physician for guiding the needle

to any of the target locations for ablation.

[0022] The feedback component sub-system (3) can allow the navigation system component (2)

to provide information about the ablation probe position and orientation, ablation size/shape,

local perfusion, or other information obtained during the execution of one ablation to the

planning system component. The feedback component (3) allows the planning system

component (1) to receive any such information relevant for procedure planning from the

navigation system component (2), to use it to update and refine the treatment plan iteratively, and

to send the updated plan back to the navigation system component to guide subsequent ablations

in an iterative process.

[0023] Referring to Figure 2, a detailed flowchart of the ablation planning and navigation

method with feedback is illustrated. The method starts at step 10 with acquisition of baseline

images prior to treatment.

[0024] The planning system component (1) allows determination of optimal ablation positions to

treat an arbitrarily sized or shaped tumor with multiple, overlapping ablations, such as by RFA

ablation. This component requires input and visualization of an image data set (the "baseline

image") and the ability to segment a tumor or PTV, or to import the segmentation from

elsewhere. The planning system component segments the baseline PTVo in the baseline image at

step 12. The planning system component can also determine the skin entry point PE for the

ablation needle at step 14, or this can be entered into the system after having been determined by

a physician.



[0025] The planning system component at a minimum also requires as an input the estimated

shape and size So of an individual ablation (step 16). Based on these inputs, the component can

set the current (initial) iteration as k=0 (step 18), and allows creation of a treatment plan either

manually or automatically (step 20). For manual plan creation, the component visualizes the

PTV and provides a graphical user interface (GUI) for the user to manually place one or more

ablations (each modeled by an estimated shape and size So) to cover the PTV. For automatic

plan creation, the planning system component (1) determines an optimal set of ablation positions

Pk, based on the assumed/estimated individual ablation size and shape:

Pk(pE, PTV k, Sk) : Pk,,, i=l ...N k

to provide the center positions p k, of Nk individual ablations covering the PTVk where k is the

iteration index. The value of Nk is not a constant for all iterations but will usually decrease as the

iterative treatment proceeds from step k=0 through step k=l, 2 or more..

[0026] If the ablation probe needle has not (yet) been inserted, the physician operator can use the

navigation system to guide the ablation needle to the skin entry point P E (step 22). The operator

can then select one of the ablation centers pk , as the target (step 24). The navigation component

(2) and feedback component sub-system (3) comprise a system to guide the ablation electrode

insertion to the specified target location p inside the human body (step 26). One suitable

guiding system is the commercially available Traxtal PercuNav™ system, which uses

electromagnetic tracking to register the electrode position with a medical image of the patient.

The navigation component (2) uses the same "baseline image" as the planning component (1), or

can use a different image that is spatially registered with the baseline image.

[0027] The navigation system component (2) has the ability to import an entire treatment plan

from the planning component (1), consisting of multiple individual ablation locations, and

potentially individual skin entry points for each of the ablation electrode placements. The

navigation component will visualize the treatment plan by rendering the segmented PTV and the

planned ablation locations in 3D, and will provide a GUI for the physician to select which of the



planned target locations are to be executed next. For each ablation, the navigation system

component (2) provides guidance of the electrode (6) to the planned skin entry point first, and

from there to the planned ablation position. In case the physician selects a next target location

that is near to the current ablation target, the system can provide guidance of the ablation probe

electrode (6) directly to the next target without requiring complete retraction of the needle.

[0028] Furthermore, the navigation system component (2) also contains a feedback sub-system

(3) to obtain feedback about the actual electrode position/orientation during an ablation, and

about the actual ablation size/shape and tumor location/orientation . The feedback sub-system (3)

has the ability to provide that feedback to the planning component (1) for iterative refinement of

the plan for subsequent ablations. The feedback subsystem (3) uses the imaging system (4)

and/or tracking system (5) to determine the actual ablation center position pactua (step 28).

[0029] The position feedback pactua can be obtained in any suitable way, such as the following:

1. For procedures performed on a CT or MRI scanner (independent of the use of

a spatial tracking system), a confirmation CT or MRI image can be obtained with the

electrode in position for an ablation, and the scan transferred to the navigation

component. The confirmation scan is registered with and superimposed on the

baseline navigation image. The electrode tip will be identified in the confirmation

scan, and a GUI allows the user to transfer that position to the baseline image and

send it to the planning component.

2 . For procedures performed with spatial tracking of the ablation electrode tip

(e.g. using the Traxtal PercuNav™ system), a GUI is provided for the user to initiate

the conversion of the electrode's tracking coordinates into baseline image coordinates

using the navigation component's registration transformation, and to send the position

to the planning component.

[0030] Optionally, when the position feedback is obtained with both imaging and tracking, the

combined information can be used to update/improve the coordinate registration between the

image and tracking systems, thus allowing more accurate navigation in subsequent iterative

steps.



[0031] Ablation size/shape feedback to determine the actual ablation shape Sactua (step 30) can

be obtained in the following way: A three-dimensional (3D) medical image of the ablation area

(e.g. CT, MRI, ultrasound) that provides adequate grayscale-contrast to allow delineation of the

ablation zone can be obtained during or shortly after an ablation, and the image transferred to the

navigation component. A GUI can be provided for the user to measure the size/shape of the

ablation in one or several dimensions, based on the visible ablation contrast in the image.

Alternatively, an automated or semi-automated algorithm can extract the shape of the ablation

with limited or no user input The size/shape information is transferred to the planning

component in order to update the plan for the remaining ablations with the measured ablation

size/shape as the new ablation size/shape estimate.

[0032] Optionally, the feedback component can be use to detect any changes in the tumor

location e.g. due to patient motion including respiratory motion, by comparing the initial tumor

location in the baseline image with the actual tumor location in the most recent image obtained

by the imaging component (4). The location of the PTV is then updated according to the

transformation T describing the change in tumor location: (step 31)

PTVk -> T PTVk

[0033] The planning component (1) receives the feedback information and updates the plan for

the remainder of the procedure if the measured position or ablation size/shape deviate from the

planned/assumed position and size/shape. In particular, the planning component can subtract the

measured ablation size/shape at the measured ablation position from the initially segmented

PTVk, and compute a new plan for the remaining PTVk+i (step 32):

PTVk + i = PTVk - Sactual (p actual )

[0034] The iterative process will continue until the entire PTV volume is ablated. This can be

determined by computing the volume (PTV k+i ) = 0 (step 34). If the PTV volume is not zero, i.e.

there are a finite number of unablated voxels in the PTV, the plan iteration is followed so that



k->k+l , Sk = Sactual (step 36). If the PTV volume is zero, such that no non-ablated PTV remains,

the treatment procedure ends at step 38. In specific instances, the physician may exercise his/her

judgment to terminate the iterative process in case the remaining volume of the PTV is relatively

small and visualization of this small PTV in the GUI interface of the planning component

provides confidence in making that decision.

[0035] It should be appreciated that the invention can be used with RFA ablation, cryo-ablation,

microwave ablation, ultrasound ablation, or other thermal or non-thermal ablation, and is not

intended to be limited in this regard.

[0036] The invention, including the steps of the methodologies described above, can be realized

in hardware, software, or a combination of hardware and software. The invention can be realized

in a centralized fashion in one computer system, or in a distributed fashion where different

elements are spread across several interconnected computer systems. Any kind of computer

system or other apparatus adapted for carrying out the methods described herein is suited. A

typical combination of hardware and software can be a general purpose computer system with a

computer program that, when being loaded and executed, controls the computer system such that

it carries out the methods described herein.

[0037] The invention, including the steps of the methodologies described above, can be

embedded in a computer program product. The computer program product can comprise a

computer-readable storage medium in which is embedded a computer program comprising

computer-executable code for directing a computing device or computer-based system to

perform the various procedures, processes and methods described herein. Computer program in

the present context means any expression, in any language, code or notation, of a set of

instructions intended to cause a system having an information processing capability to perform a

particular function either directly or after either or both of the following: a) conversion to

another language, code or notation; b) reproduction in a different material form.

[0038] The illustrations of embodiments described herein are intended to provide a general

understanding of the structure of various embodiments, and they are not intended to serve as a



complete description of all the elements and features of apparatus and systems that might make

use of the structures described herein. Many other embodiments will be apparent to those of

skill in the art upon reviewing the above description. Other embodiments may be utilized and

derived therefrom, such that structural and logical substitutions and changes may be made

without departing from the scope of this disclosure. Figures are also merely representational and

may not be drawn to scale. Certain proportions thereof may be exaggerated, while others may be

minimized. Accordingly, the specification and drawings are to be regarded in an illustrative

rather than a restrictive sense.

[0039] Thus, although specific embodiments have been illustrated and described herein, it

should be appreciated that any arrangement calculated to achieve the same purpose may be

substituted for the specific embodiments shown. This disclosure is intended to cover any and all

adaptations or variations of various embodiments. Combinations of the above embodiments, and

other embodiments not specifically described herein, will be apparent to those of skill in the art

upon reviewing the above description. Therefore, it is intended that the disclosure not be limited

to the particular embodiment(s) disclosed as the best mode contemplated for carrying out this

invention, but that the invention will include all embodiments falling within the scope of the

appended claims.

[0040] The Abstract of the Disclosure is provided to comply with U.S. rule 37 C.F.R. §1.72(b),

requiring an abstract that will allow the reader to quickly ascertain the nature of the technical

disclosure. It is submitted with the understanding that it will not be used to interpret or limit the

scope or meaning of the claims.



What is claimed is:

1. A system for ablation treatment of tissue, comprising:

an ablation probe (6) for treating a tissue of interest with at least one of RF ablation, cryo-

ablation, microwave ablation, ultrasound ablation, or other thermal or non-thermal ablation;

a planning component (1) for calculating a three-dimensional treatment plan including a

plurality of desired ablation probe placement positions and orientations and a plurality of

estimated ablation volumes to achieve a composite ablation volume that will treat the entire

planned target volume (PTV);

a navigation component (2) for spatially tracking at least one of the treatment probe and

an imaging device and providing treatment instructions to an operator based on the three-

dimensional treatment plan;

an imaging component (4) for obtaining planning and treatment images of the tissue to be

treated; and

a feedback component (3) for determining actual probe position and orientation using the

navigation component or imaging component, and for determining actual ablation volume based

on treatment images provided by the imaging component (4), and feeding the actual probe

position and orientation and actual ablation volume during treatment to the planning component

(1),

wherein the planning component (1) determines a treatment iteration based on the

treatment plan, the actual probe position and orientation and actual ablation volume, the

treatment iteration including at least one of a desired next probe position and orientation and a

desired next ablation volume, and

wherein the navigation component (2) provides revised treatment instructions to the

operator based on the treatment iteration until treatment is completed according to the desired

planned target volume.

2 . The system according to claim 1, wherein the imaging component (4) provides at

least one of ultrasound, CT, MR imaging, ultrasound elastography, and Doppler ultrasound, and

wherein the navigation component provides at least one of spatial tracking coordinates of the



therapy probe and imaging, based on at least one of electromagnetic (EM), optical, acoustic, and

magnetic tracking sensors.

3. The system according to claim 1, further comprising a user interface for

displaying the treatment iteration instructions from the navigation component (2) for access by a

human operator.

4 . The system according to claim 1, wherein the feedback component (3) further

calculates at least one of local micro-vascular perfusion and macro-vascular blood flow

parameters near the ablation site and provides this information to the planning component (1) for

incorporation into the treatment iteration.

5. The system according to claim 1, wherein the feedback component (3) registers

treatment images with planning images to calculate at least one of the actual probe position and

orientation and tumor position and orientation, and uses the information to update the three-

dimensional treatment plan.

6. The system according to claim 1, wherein the feedback component (3) obtains

imaging feedback and tracking feedback about the actual probe location, and uses the information

to update and improve the registration between the imaging system and tracking system

7. A method of ablation therapy of tissue, comprising:

calculating a three-dimensional treatment plan (20) for a tissue of interest including a

plurality of desired ablation probe placement positions and orientations and a plurality of

estimated ablation volumes to achieve a desired planned target volume that will treat the entire

tissue volume of interest;

providing treatment instructions (14) to an operator based on the three-dimensional

treatment plan;

treating the tissue of interest with at least one of RF ablation, cryo-ablation, microwave

ablation, ultrasound ablation, and other thermal or non-thermal ablation;

obtaining planning (10) and treatment images of the tissue to be treated;



determining actual probe position and orientation and actual ablation volume (30) based

on the treatment images; and

calculating a treatment iteration (32) based on the treatment plan, the actual probe

position and orientation and actual ablation volume, the treatment iteration including at least one

of a desired next probe position and a desired next ablation volume, and

providing revised treatment instructions to the operator based on the treatment iteration

and continuing iterative treatment until treatment is completed according to the desired planned

target volume.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the imaging component provides at

least one of ultrasound, CT, MR imaging, ultrasound elastography, and Doppler ultrasound, and

wherein the navigation component provides at least one of spatial tracking coordinates of the

therapy probe and imaging based on at least one of electromagnetic (EM), optical, acoustic, and

magnetic sensors.

9. The method according to claim 7, wherein the treatment is carried out by a human

operator accessing at least one of the treatment plan and the treatment iteration instructions from

a user interface.

10. The method according to claim 7, wherein at least one of local micro-vascular

perfusion and macro-vascular blood flow parameters near the ablation site are calculated, and

this information is incorporated into the treatment iteration.

11. The method according to claim 7, wherein the treatment images are registered

with planning images to calculate at least one of the actual probe position and orientation and

tumor position and orientation, and to use the information to update the three-dimensional

treatment plan.

12. The method according to claim 7, wherein treatment images showing the actual

ablation probe location and tracking system data representing the actual probe position are used to

update the registration between the imaging system and tracking system.



13. A control system for ablation treatment of tissue, comprising:

a planning component (1) for calculating a three-dimensional treatment plan including a

plurality of desired ablation probe placement positions and orientations and a plurality of

estimated ablation volumes to achieve a desired planned target volume that will treat an entire

tissue volume of interest;

an imaging component (4) for obtaining treatment images of the tissue to be treated; and

a feedback component (3) for calculating actual probe position and orientation and actual

ablation volume based on treatment images provided by the imaging component, and feeding the

actual probe position and orientation and actual ablation volume during treatment to the planning

component,

wherein the planning component (1) maps the actual probe location and actual ablation

volume to the three-dimensional plan and calculates a treatment iteration based on the treatment

plan, the actual probe position and orientation and actual ablation volume, the treatment iteration

including at least one of a desired next probe position and orientation and a desired next ablation

volume.

14. The control system according to claim 13, wherein the imaging component (4)

provides at least one of ultrasound, CT, MR imaging, ultrasound elastography, and Doppler

ultrasound, and wherein the navigation component provides at least one of spatial tracking

coordinates of the therapy probe and imaging device based on at least one of electromagnetic

(EM), optical, acoustic, and magnetic sensors.

15. The control system according to claim 13, wherein the control system delivers the

next treatment ablation according to the calculated treatment iteration by at least one of moving

the ablation probe to the desired next probe position and ablating the next desired ablation

volume.

16. The control system according to claim 13, wherein the feedback component (3)

further calculates at least one of local micro-vascular perfusion and macro-vascular blood flow

parameters near the ablation site and provides this information to the planning component for

incorporation into the treatment iteration.



17. The control system according to claim 13, wherein the feedback component (3)

registers treatment images with planning images to calculate at least one of the actual probe

position and orientation and tumor position and orientation, and uses the information to update the

three-dimensional treatment plan.

18. The control system according to claim 13, wherein the feedback component (3)

obtains imaging feedback and tracking feedback about the actual probe location, and uses the

information to update and improve the registration between the imaging system and tracking

system.

19. The control system according to claim 14, wherein the imaging component (4)

utilizes a contrast medium.

20. The control system according to claim 13, wherein the planning component (1)

utilizes center positions of individual ablations for calculating the three-dimensional treatment

plan.
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